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Academic conferences and other scientific events are an integral part of scientific communication, serving as a platform to discuss novel findings, to establish collaborations, and to foster scholarly exchange in general. MDPI supports open academic communication in all its forms; we believe it is essential to provide an open record to the outputs of scholarly events. Therefore, in 2017, MDPI established Proceedings [1], an open-access outlet dedicated to publishing relevant discussions and results communicated at academic meetings. The positive reception of this initiative ultimately led to the launch of a series of field-specific proceeding journals (Biology and Life Sciences Forum, Chemistry Proceedings, Engineering Proceedings, Environmental Sciences Proceedings, Materials Proceedings, Medical Sciences Forum, and Physical Sciences Forum) [2].

We are proud to announce the launch of Computer Sciences and Mathematics Forum (ISSN: 2813-0324) [3], a new proceedings platform covering the expanding field of computer sciences and mathematics. As for all our proceeding journals, publications in Computer Sciences and Mathematics Forum, will bring a multitude of benefits, such as individual indexation, easy citeability of all published items via digital object identifier (DOI), a dedicated webpage for the conference and, of course, open access. We welcome all scientific event organizers interested in contributing to Computer Sciences and Mathematics Forum to contact the editorial office.

We look forward to collaborating with conference organizers and committees and providing support the computer sciences and mathematics community.
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